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OUR COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY | ESA helps a variety of
public and private sector clients plan and prepare for climate change and
emerging regulations that limit GHG emissions. ESA is a registered
assessor with the California Climate Action Registry, a Climate Leader, and
founding reporter for the Climate Registry. ESA is also a corporate member
of the U.S. Green Building Council and the Business Council on Climate
Change (BC3). Internally, ESA has adopted a Sustainability Vision and
Policy Statement and a plan to reduce waste and energy within our
operations. This document was produced using recycled paper.
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Environmental Review
1.0 Introduction
Lake Oswego Parks and Recreation (LOP&R) is proposing to improve Woodmont Park with a
formalized trail system, native plantings, open space and other amenities. The park is currently
used by local residents and others for passive recreation. Proposed park modifications include a
short section of decomposed granite trail through an existing Riparian Protection (RP) District to
improve access to natural areas on-site. This report has been prepared to address Lake Oswego’s
Sensitive Lands Overlay District Code LOC 50.05.010.1-6 for intrusion into the RP District.
Supporting information is included in the following appendices:
Appendix A.
Appendix B.

Site Photographs
Exhibits A.1 and A.2 – Impact Areas; Site Plans: Construction
Management Plan, Sheet L1.00; RP District Mitigation Plans, Sheets
L1.21 and L1.23

2.0 Environmental Resources and Impact Summary
The project site contains a Class I RP District stream corridor – a tributary to Atwater Creek –
and associated wetlands (Wetlands A, B, and C) that have been delineated and approved by the
City. The Atwater Creek tributary originates off-site in a field and enters the northwest portion of
the site as a small channel (about 1-foot wide and less than 1-foot-deep; Photo 1, Appendix A).
The terrain adjacent to the stream consists of naturalized pasture grasses and herbaceous plants as
well as a hedgerow of non-native invasive trees. Trucks and mowers drive over this section of
creek and have compacted the ground. Park users also cross the creek in this area because it is
typically mowed.
The stream flows east through Wetland A, is piped under Atwater Lane and continues flowing
east through a deep ravine. Wetland B is located adjacent to the tributary east of Atwater Lane on
a north-facing hillslope. Wetland C is located south of Wetland A on a shallow slope and is not
directly connected with the tributary. The riparian protection area is a 30-foot setback from
Wetlands A and C and varies in width on the east side of Atwater Lane due to steep slopes in the
ravine. Refer to Exhibit A for a depiction of the RP District.
Proposed park improvements would impact a total of 976 square feet (sf) of the RP District due to
the construction of a decomposed granite trail across the upstream reach of the Atwater tributary.
The trail through the RP District would be 8 feet wide and approximately 75 feet long. Flagstone
would be placed on either side of the small channel to facilitate crossing. No fill or structures
would be placed in the stream or in wetlands. Minor surfacing along the existing Atwater Lane
within the RP district would also contribute to the total impact area of 976 ft.² (Exhibit A.1 –
Impact Areas). The project also proposes to construct 1,400 ft.² of decomposed granite pathway
through the 10-foot construction setback adjacent to the RP districts (Exhibits A.1 and A.2 –
Impact Areas).
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The decomposed granite trail is proposed for construction through the RP district to formalize an
existing footpath that has compacted the terrain at the west end of the Atwater Creek tributary.
The proposed pathway is also in a location where maintenance vehicles have traversed the
stream, further compacting the soil. No native shrubs or trees vegetation would require removal to
construct the pathway. Vegetation that would be removed includes non-native pasture grasses and
weedy forbs. To compensate for the loss of 976 sf of vegetated surface within the RP district,
which serves to intercept runoff and moderate temperature, native groundcover, shrubs and trees
are proposed for replanting on the downstream side of the proposed 8-foot wide trail improve
water quality and habitat functions. Native trees and shrubs would also be planted on the
downslope side of proposed trails that intrude within the 10-foot construction set-back on the
west side of Atwater Lane at the south end of the RP District adjacent to the stream and in the
northeast corner.
Improvements to the existing roadway (Atwater Lane) that crosses the RP District include
resurfacing and minor grading. No natural areas in the RP District along the roadway would be
converted.
A four-foot wide trail is identified through the RP District on the east side of Atwater Lane;
however, no surfacing or grading is proposed for this extension to the existing soft surface trail in
the RP District. Only minimal trimming of existing groundcover is proposed in this area.
Removal of hazardous and non-native trees is proposed in the RP District and will be covered
under relevant tree permits. Twenty-two invasive trees are proposed for removal from the RP
District to improve forest health.
Summary of Impacts:
- 976 ft.² of impact to the RP district from the construction of an 8-foot wide trail and resurfacing
of the edges of Atwater Lane (to be mitigated by planting 5 trees and 25 shrubs in the RP district
for every 500 ft.² of impact).
- 1,400 ft.² of impact to the 10-foot construction setback area (to be mitigated by planting 5 trees
and 25 shrubs in the RP district for every 500 ft.² of impact).
- removal of 22 nuisance trees from the RP district (to be mitigated by planting native trees in the
RP district at one-to-one replacement ratio).

3.0 Construction Management
A construction management plan that meets the requirements of LOC 50.05.010.4.d is located in
Appendix B. Measures to protect sensitive resources during construction include:


Locating and staking the RP District prior to construction;
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Installing orange construction fencing around the perimeter of the RP District to clearly
demarcate areas to be protected;



Installing and maintaining erosion control BMPs;



Limiting construction access in the RP District to the areas necessary for constructing the
proposed decomposed granite trail; and



Staging and stockpiling on existing graveled or paved surfaces outside of RP District.

The decomposed granite trail through the RP District would be constructed to shed run-off into
the adjacent grassland (uplands) for infiltration into the ground. No adverse impacts to the
Atwater tributary are anticipated. Additionally, the water supply to the stream would not be
impeded by the proposed trail improvements.
Minimal to no temporary disturbance is anticipated adjacent to the proposed trail in the RP
District because construction equipment will be able to access the sensitive area from both the
north and south sides. Any ground that is disturbed in the study area due to construction would be
restored with a suitable grass mix such as: slender hairgrass and spike bentgrass (Table 1).

4.0 Mitigation
Measures to avoid and minimize impacts to sensitive natural resources have been incorporated
into the proposed project; however, the proposed plan would permanently disturb 976 sf of the
RP District and approximately 1,400 ft.² of the 10-foot construction set-back due to proposed 8foot wide trails for a total impact area of 2,376 ft.². Native trees and shrubs are proposed to be
planted on-site in the RP district to off-set impacts due to the construction of decomposed granite
trails. Native trees and shrubs are proposed for planting in the buffer of Wetland A, which lacks
wooded cover due to past clearing.
The proposed mitigation ratio is 5 trees and 25 shrubs for every 500 sf of impact per LOC
50.05.010.4.g.viii(1)b, resulting in a requirement of 24 mitigation trees and 119 mitigation shrubs
(Table 1). Additionally, 22 native trees are proposed for planting to replace 22 invasive trees
proposed for removal from the RP District. These replacement trees would also be planted in the
RP District.
Mitigation trees and shrubs would be planted within the RP District on-site . A minimum 18-inch
radius would be cleared and mulched around each mitigation plant to facilitate successful
establishment and reduce competition from existing grasses. If possible, mitigation trees and
shrubs will be installed between October 15 and April 30 when planting conditions are ideal.
Because of construction timing, there is a chance that mitigation plantings would be installed in
August or September. If so, the contractor would implement extra measures to ensure the same or
greater survival rate of tree and vegetation plantings, which may include: 1) increasing the
container size of mitigation plans from 1 gallon to 5 gallon so that the plants have a larger root
mass; and 2) weekly monitoring and hand watering as needed to ensure successful establishment.
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Table 1: Planting Schedule
Scientific Name
TREES1
Malus fusca2
Quercus garryana
Rhamnus purshiana3
SHRUBS4
Cornus sericea
Philadelphus lewisii
Rosa gymnocarpa
Spirea douglassii
Symphoricarpos albus
SEED
Agrostis exarata
Deschampsia elongata

Spacing /
Density

Size

Total #

Common Name
Western crabapple
Oregon white oak
Cascara

10’ o.c.
12’ o.c.
10’ o.c.

½” caliper2
1” caliper
½” caliper2

17
7
22

4’ o.c.

1-gal

119

0.20 lbs/ac
0.73 lbs/ac

NA
NA

NA
NA

Red-osier dogwood
Mock orange
Baldhip rose
Douglas spirea
Common snowberry
Spike bentgrass
Slender hairgrass

1One

tree species is allowed if fewer than 10 trees are planted. If ten or more trees are planted, no more than 50% of the
trees may be of the same genus.
2
Measured at at 6 inches above the ground level for field grown trees or above the soil line for container ground trees
3
A possible substitute could be Crataegus douglasii, Douglas hawthorn – also a short-statured tree.
4A minimum of two different shrub species is required.

Maintenance and Monitoring
Three years of monitoring and maintenance is proposed to ensure successful establishment of
mitigation plan.
Quantitative Goals:
1) Successfully establish native trees and shrubs in the mitigation area at a 100 percent survival
rate after the first growing season and an 80 percent survival rate in the second and third growing
seasons. Aerial cover of mitigation plants is not proposed as a quantitative goal because Oregon
white oaks are slow-growing.
2) Minimize the presence of non-native invasive plants. Allow no more than 20 percent of nonnative invasive plants in the mitigation area including English Hawthorn, Himalayan blackberry,
or English ivy.
Maintenance and monitoring measures to promote successful establishment and survival of the
mitigation area include:


Mulch around each tree or shrub a minimum of three inches in depth and 18 inches in
radius.
o



Timeline: at the beginning of the first three growing seasons.

Water new plantings one inch per week between June 15 and October 15.
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o


Remove or control invasive or noxious vegetation.
o



Timeline: for the duration of the maintenance period or three years.

Timeline: for the duration of the maintenance period or three years.

A performance bond or a letter of credit shall be posted to the City that is equal to 120%
of the value of the improvements installed pursuant. The bond shall be posted prior to the
issuance of a building permit to ensure the success of mitigation improvements and the
survival of plant materials.
o

Timeline: for the duration of the maintenance period or three years.

5.0 Alternatives Analysis
Alternative 1: Avoidance Option
This alternative would avoid constructing the decomposed granite trail through the RP District
and would limit formalized access in the northwest corner of the park. The area proposed for trail
construction in the RP District has been compacted from previous maintenance activity and is
regularly mowed. Park users currently access this area crossing the stream on foot. Not
establishing a formal trail through the RP District has the potential to result in erosion and
sedimentation of downstream water resources due to foot traffic. Other potential impacts include
the creation of informal trails through the wetlands that result in trampling native plants.

Alternative 2: Preferred Option
This alternative is the preferred plan of constructing a rock overlook and a decomposed gravel
path in the RP District. The decomposed gravel path would be constructed across the upstream
reach of the Atwater Creek tributary. No fill or material would be placed within the stream.
Flagstones would be placed adjacent to the small channel to facilitate crossing and would not
impede water flow or cause adverse impacts to downstream sensitive resources. Although no
adverse impacts would result from proposed modification, trees and shrubs are proposed to offset
intrusion into the RP District. Refer to the site plans for more details.

6.0 Development Standards
LOC 50.05.101.6c. RP District Development Standards
(1)

Specific Development Standards
(a)

Landscaping

The delineated RP district shall maintain the natural function and character of the
resource area, which provides food and shelter for native wildlife.
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Response: No landscaping in the RP District is proposed. This standard will be met.
(b)

Tree Removal

Tree removal within an RP district shall be subject to the following criteria:
i.

Type I and Type II tree removal permits, in accordance with LOC
55.02.042, Permit Classifications and Review Procedures, for
development purposes, for those limited development activities allowed
and approved by this section.
Response: Relevant tree permit applications will be submitted as part of
this land use application. Twenty-two invasive trees are proposed for
removal from the RP District to improve forest health. None of the trees
is considered significant. Each would be replaced with a native tree
within the RP District per city requirements. This standard will be met.

ii.

Type II tree removal permit, in accordance with LOC 55.02.042 for
landscaping purposes, in conjunction and consistent with a resource
enhancement project.
Response: Relevant tree permit applications will be submitted as part of
this land use application. Twenty-two invasive trees are proposed for
removal from the RP District to improve forest health. None of the trees
is considered significant. Each would be replaced with a native tree
within the RP District per city requirements. This standard will be met.

iii.

Hazard tree removal permit, in accordance with LOC 55.02.042.4,
except any portion of the tree that is not likely to be hazardous to persons
or property shall be retained for wildlife habitat and natural resources.
Response: Relevant tree permit applications will be submitted as part of
this land use application. This standard will be met.

iv.

Emergency tree removal permit, in accordance with LOC 55.02.042.5,
Emergency Permit.
Response: No emergency tree removal is proposed. This standard is not
applicable.

v.

Verification permit, in accordance with LOC 55.02.042.7.
Response: A verification permit application will be applied for prior to
site activity. This standard will be met.

(c) Utilities: Placement/New Construction
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Response: No new utilities are proposed in the RP District is proposed. This standard will
be met.
(d) Streets, Driveways, Lake Trams and Public Transportation Facilities:
Placement/New Construction
Response: No new streets, driveways or public transportation facilities are proposed in
the RP District is proposed. This standard will be met.
(e) Structures, Parking Areas, Pathways, and Driveways
(i) Construction Setbacks
(A) Except as provided in subsection 6.c.ii(1)(d) of this section,
structures, parking areas, active use recreation facilities, hard surfaced
pathways, streets and driveways shall be set back at least ten ft. from an
RP district to prevent construction impacts to the RP district.
Response: Construction of the proposed decomposed granite trails within
10 feet of the two RP Districts on the west side of Atwater Lane
(Wetland A and Wetland B) would not adversely affect the RP District.
Limited earthwork would be needed to construct the trails and the limits
of construction would be clearly demarcated in the field to prevent
equipment from inadvertently entering the RP District and impacting
resources. BMPs such as silt fencing would be installed prior to
earthwork to prevent sedimentation from entering the RP District. No
adverse construction impacts will result to the adjacent RP districts due
to the decomposed gravel trail. This standard will be met.
(B) In addition to complying with other applicable standards,
accessory structures, patios, decks, and similar outdoor facilities shall be
set back three ft. from an RP district.
Response: No accessory structures are proposed within 3 feet of the RP
District. This standard will be met.
(C) Passive use recreation facilities, such as soft surface trails and
pedestrian bridges, may be located within the RP district. Any disturbed
land area shall be restored with plants as described on the Plant List.
Response: A 4-foot wide path is proposed to extend into Wetland C from
the existing soft surface trail in the RP District on the east side of
Atwater Lane. Only minimal trimming of plants is proposed to provide a
clear walking path. No surface material is proposed. An 8-foot wide
decomposed granite trail is proposed for construction through the RP
district to formalize an existing footpath that has compacted the terrain at
the west end of the Atwater Creek tributary. Measures to offset impacts
Woodmont Park Improvements
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from formalizing this trail include establishing dense groundcover on the
downslope side of the trail and installing native shrubs and trees to
improve water quality and habitat functions. This standard will be met.
(f) Resource Enhancement Projects
Response: No resource enhancement is proposed in the RP District. This standard is not
applicable.
(g)

Limited Hazardous Materials Storage

Response: No storage of hazardous materials is proposed in the RP District. This standard
is not applicable.
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Site Photographs
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Tributary to Atwater
Creek Centerline

Photo 1: Looking east and downslope near the origin of Atwater Creek and the western
portion of Wetland A.

Photo 2: Looking west at the northern boundary line of Wetland A approximated by the
yellow line along a topographic break.
ESA
May 2018
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Photo 3: Looking north at upland habitat and English hawthorn stumps.

Photo 4: Looking north at Wetland B which is situated in a low spot between ash and
hawthorn trees.
Photographs Page 2
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Photo 5: Looking west at the edge of the field south of Wetland A; Wetland B is in shadow.

Wetland A

Photo 6: Looking north down Atwater Lane at the eastern boundary of Wetland A at the
base of road fill approximated by the yellow line.
ESA
May 2018
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Photo 7: Looking east and downstream at Atwater Creek which is concealed by dense
vegetation.

Photo 8: OHWL of Atwater Creek defined by soil slumping and shelving; in some areas the
OHWL coincides with the tops of vertical banks.
Photographs Page 4
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Photo 9: Ordinary high water line of Atwater Creek approximated by the blue lines.

Photo 10: Looking southwest and upslope at the shift from a lady fern dominated herb
layer in Wetland C to an upland forest above the yellow line.
ESA
May 2018
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'

Stippled hatch with
dashed boundary is
existing surfacing

Wetland A
See Wetland B sheet for additional information
New surfacing within RP District (976 SF)
New surfacing within construction setback (1040 SF)

Light gray hatch
indicates permeable,
soft surface trail

Exhibit A.1 Impact Areas

Wetland B
See Wetland A sheet for additional information
New surfacing within construction setback (360 SF)
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